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Ever since the greening of literature, particularly in the last quarter of the twentieth 

century, literary and cultural scholarship focused both on how literature deals with the 

challenges involved in imagining a future on a planet in ecological peril, and how it serves to 

dramatize the history of the environment. In such ecological drifts in literary hermeneutics, 

avant-garde at that time, the literary genre primarily explored was fiction, poetry being 

mysteriously ignored in most substantial ecocritical investigations. Investigation of ecological 

or environmental perspectives into the study of poetics was mostly sporadic; the issues raised 

in such ecopoetic studies were even more partial, local, and individual. This is where Isabel 

Sobral Capos’s anthology Ecopoetics and the Global Landscape: Critical Essays becomes so 

significant, as it tries to fill in the lacunae existing within such academic ecocritical 

scholarship. Campos’s edited volume is an attempt toward a comprehensive global ecopoetic 

study, both spatial and temporal, on how poetry is not only “capable of thinking the 

unthinkable through verbal twists and turns” (ix) profoundly altering “how we see, what we 

see, and how we relate our being to both visible and invisible processes” (ix), but also “the 

importance of ecopoetics within the context of distinct national literatures and cultures to 

reveal the ubiquitous intersection of poetry and ecocriticism” (x). All eleven essays carefully 

selected in this volume attempt to open a planetary conversation on how poets and critics 

understand the concept of various ecological visions and poetics and about poetry’s 

distinctive relationship to the environment. While some of the essays deal with literary 

concepts and texts generally ignored in mainstream ecocritical studies, others throw new light 



on texts by already established ecological poets. Doing so also challenges and subverts the 

presumed uniformity of Western ecocriticism which for quite some time has projected itself 

as the vanguard of planetary ecocritical consciousness, and thereby offer as alternatives a 

plurality of many different voices which are both global and local at the same time.   

 The editor has divided the book into three sections with distinct but often overlapping 

concerns. The first section, “An Ecopoetics of Resistance: Transnational Voices of Dissent,” 

centers on ecopoets who explore the vicious links existing between colonialism and 

ecological depredation. It explores how the empire has exploited both men and their 

environment and what means were available to those who were deeply affected by such 

imperial landscaping and re-landscaping. The essay by John Charles Ryan lays the 

foundation of the volume. It is a study of three Australian aboriginal poets—Jack Davis, 

Oodgeroo Noonuccal, and Lionel Fogarty—which explores how colonial technologies led to 

widespread degradation of the indigenous ecosystems and broke the organic relationship they 

shared with the environment. In the second essay, Sarah Giragosian continues the 

intersectional study of colonialism and indigenous issues but in a Native American context. 

While the third essay by Craig Santos Perez is a study of Native Chamarro ecopoetry to 

significantly delve on how literature is an indispensable imaginative tool to reclaim the native 

land, the fourth essay by Benay Blend on the intersection between diasporic studies and 

environmental thinking indicates how Ursula Heise’s concept of “eco-cosmopolitanism” fails 

to respond to issues of exile and displacement of the Palestinian and Native American people 

and should rather be replaced by Steven Salaita’s idea of “inter/nationalism”. The final essay 

in this section, by Aleksandra Ubertowska, is an intersection of Holocaust Studies, 

Posthumanism, and Environmental Studies.    

 The second section, “An Ecopoetics of the Nonhuman: Animal Encounters,” shifts the 

focus from an understanding of the geographical ramifications of colonialism to human-



animal encounters and coexistence, delving particularly into how the nonhuman appear in 

language. Both the essays of this section, in sharp deviation from an overtly anthropocentric 

representation, explore the question of interspecies communication. While Cheryl Alison’s 

essay considers the display of curiosity across species, Sarah Bouttier’s essay considers the 

nonhuman voices in Australian poet Les Murray’s Translations from the Natural World. 

 The concluding section, “An Ecopoetics of Matter: New Materialist Readings,” 

consists of four essays that “attend to the material nature of human embodied experience, and 

foreground how language participates in material processes” (xiv). Drawing on the thinking 

of Timothy Morton and Donna Haraway and an in-depth analysis of linguistics, Randy P. 

Schiff’s study of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight explores how the Gawain poet uses 

poetry as a potent force to bind the different elements to create a whole greater than its parts 

and thereby function as an ecological force. David Tagnani’s essay reconsiders general 

critical scholarship on Robinson Jeffers’s religious and philosophical beliefs, to argue how 

Jeffers can more appropriately be considered as a material mystic. While the editor’s own 

essay on Will Alexander’s poetry examines the importance of metaphor in Alexander’s 

poetry and the ecological potential of the trope, the final essay by Heather H. Yeung explores 

the “poetics of impropriety” in the poetry of Alice Oswald’s Falling Awake and Jen 

Hadfield’s Nigh-No-Place.    

 Taken together, the essays in this volume give a global idea of ecopoetry and its 

various texts and contexts, considering how capaciously poets and critics across different 

schools and places approach the concept of ecology and poetics, in sharp deviation from the 

often limited and parochial exploration of ecopoetry by other scholars. The essays in this 

volume, in its dynamic interplay of varied ecopoetic voices, presents an informative and 

insightful contribution to the contemporary works in ecocriticism that aspires to make 

ecocriticism much more capacious, global, and cosmopolitan. 



 I have one suggestion, and that concerns one subject that is significantly absent from 

the volume. Though the anthology includes studies on ecopoetics of different poets by 

various scholars from across the globe, contributions from scholars or on poets from some 

key postcolonial countries, particularly in Africa and South Asia ─ countries that had once 

been the significant centers of colonial enterprise of the empires—is conspicuously missing, 

which otherwise could have made the ecopoetic discourse much more holistic. But this 

singular lack does not in any way dilute the volume’s importance, for even without, this 

collection marks a significant step in exploring transnational ecopoetics that will serve as a 

valuable deep map, a palimpsest of different ecological, historical, philosophical, theoretical 

and pedagogical debates within global ecopoetics. 

 

        


